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A cobbler in his workshop

David Teniers (II), 1671

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:David_Teniers_(II)_-_A_cobbler_in_his_workshop.jpg
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Hob Taken Out of Ye Well

John Laguerre

between 1720 and 1730

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:879

&

1725-50, Probably European 

Men’s shoes survive in lesser number than women's, and utilitarian clothing is
particularly scarce, as it was usually worn out and thrown away. That scarcity makes
this pair of men’s latchet-tie shoes of particular interest. The general cut, fold-over tongue, and substantial heel 
are retained from fashionable shoes of a somewhat earlier date, while the heavy, pegged soles and heel irons 
indicate that the primary intent of these shoes was not for up-to-date style but for their capacity to stand up to the
rigors of work in the pre-industrial society.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/157858

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:David_Teniers_(II)_-_A_cobbler_in_his_workshop.jpg
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:879
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Late 18th Century 

British 

Quotidian fashions, even if they were intended for the upper classes, rarely
survive. With the exception of formal court attire, this is especially true of menswear, as the 
combination of the persistence of male styles compared to women's fashions and the relatively heavier 
functional requirements of male dress resulted in its loss through wear and a disinterest in its 
preservation for aesthetic reasons. These shoes, however, were spared the typical fate because of their 
association with a person of note-the famed poet, hymnist, and letter writer William Cowper (1731-
1800). Unlike the other examples of sartorial mastery in the exhibition, these shoes are significant 
precisely because they are so ordinary in their look and make and are so typical of their time-and 
because they survived. They are likely to have been worn with articles of a gentlemen's "undress," a 
banyan or robe and a soft cap, attire in which Cowper was depicted.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/87526

Slide 4

Yale Center for British Art
1728 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1056
1731 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:988
1739 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:489
1740 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:740
1743 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:737
1744 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:264
1744 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:122
1749 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:739
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Full Length Man with Tricorn Hat under Left Arm

William Marlow

1740–1813

British

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:11214

&

https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:11214
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:739
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:122
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:264
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:737
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:740
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:489
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:988
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/87526


Man Carrying Bundle on his Back

William Marlow, British 

1740–1813

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:11173
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Yale Center for British Art
& The Metropolitan Museum of Art
1758 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:4941
1760 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:161
1763 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1384
1785 family https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/440568
1774-80 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:931
1775 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:463
1780 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1136
1783 https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:859
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Smithsonian,
& The Art Institute of Chicago
1760-85 https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/7474
18th century https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/125075
1790 https://www.si.edu/object/shoe-buckles:chndm_1985-119-2-a_b
1790 https://www.si.edu/object/buckle:chndm_1984-66-2-a_b
1793-94 https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/90147
1775-1800 https://www.artic.edu/artworks/19446/pair-of-shoe-buckles
1775-1815 plain buckles https://www.artic.edu/artworks/110675/shoe-buckles
1800 https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/90149
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Smoking farmer

Hendrik Kuipers

1774 - 1798

Rijksmuseum
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1878-A-1187

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1878-A-1187
https://www.artic.edu/artworks/110675/shoe-buckles
https://www.artic.edu/artworks/19446/pair-of-shoe-buckles
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/90147
https://www.si.edu/object/buckle:chndm_1984-66-2-a_b
https://www.si.edu/object/shoe-buckles:chndm_1985-119-2-a_b
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/125075
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:463
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:931
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1384
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:161
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:4941
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:11173


&

Begging grey horse

Pieter Kikkert, 1798

A begging grey-haired man walks leaning on his stick, with a hat in his left hand on
clogs to the right.

Rijksmuseum
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1935-611
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Jackboot

18th Century

British 

The jack boot is a heavy, stiffened boot worn by postillion riders in the 17th and 18th
centuries. While it would provide excellent protection to the rider’s leg, the extreme weight,
forward cant, and absolute rigidity of the boot makes it utterly unfit for walking. The boot 
gets its name from the jacked leather, horsehide treated with wax and pitch or tar to make it black and 
waterproof, from which it was traditionally made. This heavily worn example from the collection, although 
missing its mate, is fortunate to have the matching spur with original leather straps.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/157647

&

Departure from a French Inn: An Illustration for Sterne's Sentimental Journey

La Fleur taking leave of his female acquaintance at the inn at Montreuil

Samuel Hieronymus Grimm, Swiss

1775

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:9862

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/157647
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Red Heeled Shoes 

1740-79

Although men's footwear tends to be rather plain compared to women's,
it does have its decorative aspects, as is seen by the light colored suede and red heels on this pair of 
men's latchet shoes. The red heel was a popular aristocratic conceit, based on French court styles of the 
17th century, and had come into general use by the 1770s. Although the original owner is not known, 
these shoes passed subsequently from Sir William Quiller Orchardson, R.A. (1832-1910) to his friend 
John Pettie, R.A. (1839-1893), both of whom were noted Scottish painters and who may well have used
the shoes as models for their genre paintings.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/158358
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Dr. Charles Chauncey, M.D.

Francis Hayman

1747

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:188

&

Mules

Early 18th century

European

Mules were a popular form of at-home footwear in the 17th and 18th centuries for both men and women. This 
fairly conservative example of ladies' mules features a low heel and good quality embroidery in tastefully 
subdued tones. This style of embroidery is known as Florentine work, a type of flame stitch canvas work with 
varied stitch lengths.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/156202

https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:188
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/158358
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Man Walking Using a Long Staff

unknown artist, (J. H.), 1755

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:44833

&

Man with a Stick, Seen From Behind

unknown artist, (J. H.), 1755

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:45314
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Edward Shuter as Justice Woodcock, John Beard as Hawthorn, and John
Dunstall as Hodge, in 'Love in a Village' by Isaac Bickerstaffe

Johan Joseph Zoffany RA,  1767

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1263
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An Officer and his Servant

Thomas Rowlandson. 1756-1827

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:5703
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Kitchen Scene

John Atkinson, 1771

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:536

https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:536
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:5703
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:45314
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:44833


&

Plasterer

John Cranch, 1807

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:681
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Charles Maurice de Talleyrand Périgord (1754–1838), Prince de Bénévent

Artist, baron François Gérard, made 1808

Talleyrand commissioned this portrait after he resigned from his position as
minister of foreign affairs in protest to Napoleon’s insatiable military ambition. Gérard knew
Talleyrand personally and carefully balanced his sitter’s ease with an imposing presence and
unrevealing expression. Indeed, Talleyrand’s face and clothing are reserves of relative calm in
contrast to the gilt chair and ormolu mounts of the desk, details Gérard used to animate the surface and structure 
the fall of light. Talleyrand wears the honors he had accrued, including insignias of his high rank in the Legion 
d’honneur and Order of the Golden Fleece, which he received at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, and later added
to the portrait by Gérard.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/441969

&

Shoe Buckles 

1784-85 

British 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/121214
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Shoemaker in his workshop

W. Barthautz 

1796

Rijksmuseum
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-T-1889-A-1988

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-T-1889-A-1988
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/121214
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/441969
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Passengers and crew on a boat 

Louis Ducros, 1778

Drawing from the album 'Voyage en Italie, en Sicile et à Malte', 1778.

Rijksmuseum
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-T-00-493-4A
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A Man Carrying Faggots

George Chinnery

ca. 1799

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:605
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Pair of Man's Riding Boots

1790-1800

France

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pair_of_Man
%27s_Riding_Boots_and_Box_LACMA_M.67.8.187a-d.jpg
or Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
https://collections.lacma.org/node/235713

&

Portrait of a Man

William Owen

ca. 1815

Yale Center for British Art
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:142

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pair_of_Man's_Riding_Boots_and_Box_LACMA_M.67.8.187a-d.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pair_of_Man's_Riding_Boots_and_Box_LACMA_M.67.8.187a-d.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pair_of_Man's_Riding_Boots_and_Box_LACMA_M.67.8.187a-d.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pair_of_Man's_Riding_Boots_and_Box_LACMA_M.67.8.187a-d.jpg
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